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Sick of hearing the same old cues? by Amy Jay 
 
Do you ever wonder if your clients get sick of hearing the same old cues from you with regards 

to core activation? Or do you feel a bit stagnant and hear yourself repeating the same cues like a 

broken record? If you are in either of the above categories read on to find out some new cues 

that will inspire you and enhance your existing library of cues. 

I am so grateful to a number of Pilates teachers around the world who helped me and inspired 

me with some cues; these are not only for Pilates teachers but for any other trainer who is 

serious about teaching their clients the correct way to engage their core muscles. 

Most of you know from my previous posts that I am bored with hearing trainers just using the 

phrase “engage the core or switch the core on”. It seems like this is a phrase used without any 

context and I bet you the poor client has no idea what the trainer is asking them to do. 

Pilates is such an amazing method and understanding the principles - mainly how to get the 

abdominals to fire up - will definitely translate to results. 

Here are some other gems that Pilates teachers have taught me: 

 For a totally new client who is less body aware, start by putting them on a large stability 

ball and just get them bouncing. Ask them to feel how their sits bones come together as 

they bounce. Then ask them to keep their low back still but imagine the pubic and 

tailbones coming together, all the while continuing to bounce.  

 

 Ask the client to stop bouncing and recreate the feeling of the sits bones and the 

pubic/tailbones coming together while keeping the pelvis still. If they can feel this on 

the ball, they know to recreate that feeling throughout the workout. 

 

 Ask clients to cough while holding their hands on their abdomen. They then can feel the 

abdominals engaging. Then ask them to try and recreate that feeling without coughing.  

 

 Pregnant Cat - which especially works the TVA or lower abs. Kneeling on all fours, have 

client stick their belly out (full of kittens). Then pull belly in (look ma! No more kittens!). 

It is crucial that the spine stay very quiet with no movement. Because the abs are 

working against gravity, it's a louder sensation for many who cannot dial it in when 

supine. But you must prevent the client from cat/cowing it, moving their bones instead 

of isolating the muscle wall.  Then, in all other exercises and relationships to gravity, you 

can say “remember what pregnant cat felt like? Find that feeling now". It is our job as 

teachers to give the client safe and simple exercises in their warm-up that fire up the 

Transversus and other abs, and then let the movement sensation be their reference and 

cue. 

 

 Smile the belly button - or make your belly button smile towards your hip bones.  
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 In supine position - use ‘remember to keep your belly button pulling gently inwards 

towards your spine’.   

 

 In a prone position - use ‘imagine you have an ice cube underneath your belly button'. 

 

 When kneeling- use 'don't let your belly sink with gravity’.  

 

 When side lying for side kick –use 'imagine you have a hammock underneath your waist 

and someone is pulling the top of the hammock upwards. Also, lengthen the top leg 

towards the side wall (which may initiate the waist to come away from the ground 

also).  

 

 For any position - use ‘imagine you have a belt connected at a third notch out of ten 

notches on around your waist’.  

 

 This cue for those clients who prefer to concentrate on the pelvic floor- use 'imagine 

you have a lift that goes up from the pubic bone towards the navel. The lift has ten 

levels. Hold the lift up at the 3rd level' if they struggle to find it you can say 'it feels as 

though you are gently holding your water/urine in'.  

 

 Float your naval gently to spine. 
 

 For male clients the visual of walking slowly into icy cold water and imagining the cold 

water getting ever higher.   

 

 Practice saying the below cue slowly and pause to allow time for the cue to sink in – 

“Imagine four points - your sit bones...then your tailbone... then the bottom of your 

pubic bone"... .."put these four points to one side and now imagine your two sticky out 

bones at the front of your hips"......"now visualize all SIX points......" .... "Inhale and as 

you slowly exhale, visualize all six points drawing inwards together".  Once this cue has 

been explained refer to it by saying – join the dots.   

 

 Imagine zipping up very tight jeans. 

 

 The image of a Victorian corset laced up the back. 

 
Contact Amy on 0410473996 or e-mail Amy at amyjaya.com if you’d like to know more cueing.   


